TOP 5 VIRAL TRENDS FOR SPRING
Posted on January 19, 2021 by Stephanie Triplett

Spring's most viral trends are looking better and brighter than ever. These trends are living an
extended life from last spring. Pull out your collection of sweats, your tried and true basics, and add
some color in with lots of bright hues. Although you’ll definitely be seeing these trends on your social
feed, you’re getting a jumpstart. Proceed with caution—The social media influencers may start using
you as their source of spring inspo!

1. Keep It Simple
Dare to dial it back a few notches this spring by incorporating pieces with simple and clean lines,
which covered the S/S 21 runways. Add a sporty pair of sunnies with a polo shirt or solid
cardigan with a cropped hemline to stylize the look while still keeping it casual and comfy. Other
basic pieces include simple maxi and midi longline dresses that are easy to style and accessorize. If
you’re looking to show a bit more skin while still achieving the minimalistic look— A mini skirt is
bound to be right up your alley.
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2. Let Loose
After years of pants getting tighter, it's time to loosen the grip--Starting with relaxed trousers. Try out
the Aster Pants for size. Add a tighter fitting top to keep your look balanced, or go all-in by wearing
an oversized top of your choice. Bust out the wide-legged pants and loose-fitting slacks. The options
are endless! Baggy denim is another easy way to indulge in the trend paired with your favorite t-shirt.
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3. Neon Lights
Lavender and sage green flooded our closets and consumed our Instagram feeds in the recent past,
but the colors this year are bold and begging to be seen. Neon colors like bubblegum pink and lime
green are popping up in articles, shops, and social media feeds. After a rough year full of muted
colors and so many days in our gray sweats, it’s time to add a little spice to the mixture. Bubble pink
is flattering on many skin tones and looks killer when it’s in shoe form, while lime green adds the
perfect pop of color to any look.
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4. Unexpected Loungewear
Sweats are getting a makeover with tailored silhouettes and luxurious fabrics like silk joggers and
fitted jackets. Unconventional knits in ribbed and pointelle fabrics are here for the season in any
variety your mind can think up. Knits are no longer just a chunky sweater. The trend extends to flared
pants, slim-fitting polo tops, cardigans, and more! Vests appeared again last spring and are still going
strong. Pair a vest over a dress or top for a preppy look, or wear it on its own for a simple look that's
daring with a whole lot of class. The layering options are endless.
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5. Volume
Wanna look fancy with minimal effort for a socially distanced video date? Incorporate pieces with
puffed sleeves into your look for a voluminous result that does all the talking for you. Bring your look
full circle with a fitted element or a bit of tailoring with the help of a belt to cinch the waist and
accentuate the bold shoulders or skirt volume.
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There’s no need to fear the hottest spring trends - there’s something suitable for everyone, whether
you’re a basics advocate, loungewear lover, or a volume seeker. Creating a viral wardrobe is easy
when the styles are appealing for more reasons than one.
Comment below with your favorite viral spring trend and how you plan to wear it!
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